1. “Housekeeping” tasks
   A. Sign up for this course in google classroom (class code alprwxc) – note that the only thing you need from google classroom is the link to the course website, which is listed there. You will get periodic notices from me via classroom, but you are expected to keep track of assignments, print them out, etc. from (1) course website and (2) webassign page.
   B. Complete and submit the required forms from the course website (Unit 0).
   C. Email Ms. Gordon with one thing she should know about why you are taking AP Chemistry. Her email is gordonL@weston.org
   D. For this course, you will need a LAB COAT. Please buy one, launder it, and bring it on the first day. They are available for a reasonable cost on amazon.com (but be sure you are getting a lab coat for use in lab, as opposed to a costume). If the cost is a problem for your family, please be in contact with Ms. Gordon for solutions.

2. Long-Answer Questions, which will count as the first quiz of the year. These are available in a link on the course website under Unit 0 once rosters are finalized.

   You may use (and you will need) outside sources, as long as they are cited clearly. No “google,” “Wikipedia,” “Khan Academy” are ever permitted as cited sources in AP Chemistry. Also, “.com” sources are not permitted in AP Chemistry, except for these:
   A. Current events news stories from reliable (according to Ms. Gordon) sites – these are usable, but do not count toward any minimum bibliography number of sources.
   B. Reliable .com sources of physical constants such as heat capacities or similar.

   Show all steps and justify your assumptions. Please write your work neatly on graph paper, sign your name that it is your own work, photograph/scan it, and email it to Ms. Gordon. If you email it before July 10th, she will look at it, give you some feedback, and get it back to you by August 5th with one more chance at submission.

3. WebAssign Using these codes – (TBD) Block – weston.ma (TBD)
   (TBD) Block – weston.ma (TBD)

   Please sign up for AP Chemistry (Gordon) on Webassign, and then complete the summer webassign assignment there. Be sure to allow enough time! It will be available to work on starting on June 11th, and will remain available until the first day of school, when it is due (no extensions). It will count as your first homework grade of the year.
   Also, set up Notifications on WebAssign so that it will remind you about due-dates.